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Abstract: This paper presents the results of the study into the control of light-emitting-diode 

lighting equipment. It also deals with the issues of robustness in the organization of 

controlling key parameters of a lighting system. An experimental facility for research of 

using high-power LEDs and controlling them with compensation of uncertainties was 

developed. The results of that development allows for showing the effectiveness of the use 

of additional control loops with elements of robust control. Additionaly, there are 

suggestions to improve systems both of indoor and outdoor led lighting devices of 

increased power. 
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1 Introduction 

Modern control systems are characterized by a high degree of complexity of a 

control object resulting from the incomplete priori information about, object 

parameters, properties of external acting disturbances and the presence of non-

stationary and nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the object. 

Classical methods of synthesis of control systems assume that the object and 

controller models are known, and have constant parameters. However, the model 

of a real physical system will always be inaccurate for the following reasons: 
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change of parameters due to certain circumstances; dynamic properties not 

included in the model; time lag not accounted for; change of the operating point 

location; sensor background noise and unpredictable external disturbances. 

The development of electronic engineering requires development of reliable 

electronic systems that are implemented by way of expanding adaptivity to 

external and internal factors. The development of systems with a high degree of 

adaptation can be implemented with the use of robust control, i.e. control with a 

certain margin of stability. 

The problem of adaptive and robust control under restrictions of external and 

internal uncertainties is a major issue in modern control theory. The most common 

methods of robust control are based on the use of regulators that ensure a certain 

stability margin of the closed-loop system [1, 2], various types of observers [3, 4], 

etc. One of the effective ways of controlling uncertain objects is through 

compensation of disturbances. The problem of compensating for uncontrolled 

disturbances is discussed in a series of papers [5, 6, 7, 8], in which various 

schemes of control systems architecture are considered. 

2 Application of the Theory of robustness in 

Electronic Control Systems 

In a general case a synthesized (according to the criteria of the sustainability) 

control system may have either a low sensitivity to changes of parameters of a 

control object or, conversely, a greater one. In the first case we speak of the 

system structural or its robustness, while in the second case, the system is almost 

inoperative as the slightest parameter drift leads to the loss of stability. The 

implementation of such systems is based on designing an electronic circuit which 

allows for maintaining the efficiency of the whole control system provided there 

are uncertainties in its description [9, 10]. 

The general diagram of the electronic system of controlling with uncertainties 

associated with the internal and external factors is shown in Figure 1. The internal 

factors include errors connected with the operation of the circuit, changing 

parameters of circuit components, engineering errors, errors in the firmware of the 

scheme, the increase in internal noise, etc. External factors include environmental 

influences and human errors related to improper operation of the electronic 

system, high ambient temperature and exposure to different radio waves and other 

types of electromagnetic radiation. The interaction of control systems with 

parameter change uncertainties is carried out by means of tracking system 

performance errors and controlling the correct operation of each element of the 

system. 
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Figure 1 

An overall view of the electronic control system with account for external and internal uncertainties 

The system shown in Figure 1, may be presented by a general scheme describing 

robust control systems in Figure 2 [11], where P is the nominal control system; C 

is the synthesized controller; ∆ is the set of all possible uncertainties in the 

description of the system; w is the vector of a signal including noises, disturbances 

and reference signals (external input of the system); z is the vector of the signal 

including controlled signals and tracking errors (the system output); u is the 

control signal, and y is the monitor signal; the signals η and v are uncertainty input 

and output respectively. 

 

Figure 2 

General scheme of a robust control system 
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The papers [12, 13, 14] investigate the robust control system using different 

architectures of control circuits. Let us consider a system with a parallel 

architecture of robust control. 

Figure 3 presents the diagram of a system with robust control based on the parallel 

architecture of monitoring and control. System input w(t) includes the reference 

signal and all the sum signals of noise and interference of the whole system. The 

output signal z(t) includes the monitored signal and the tracking error signal. The 

uncertainty system ∆n is supplied by the contours of processing and controlling 

input signals vn(t) and output ηn(t) control signals. This system allows 

implementing robust control on account of compensating for uncertainties and 

thereby increases the stability of the system in the optimal mode. In other words, it 

extends the control range of the overall system. This scheme has a parallel 

architecture and allows for controlling the compensation of uncertainties 

independently. 

 

Figure 3 

The control system based on the parallel architecture 

In the implementation of schemes of LED lighting automatic control there are 

both external and internal perturbing factors (uncertainties) affecting the quality of 

lighting and the operation time of a lighting device. For example, the current 

oscillations lead to scintillation and degradation of the crystal associated with the 

current instability within the crystal [15]. The increase of the temperature of the 

crystal also leads to the loss of optical power of the LED and at the end, to its 

complete degradation [16]. 
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In real LED lighting systems these factors do not allow for ensuring, specified by 

the manufacturer, resources of 50 thousand hours of continuous operation with 

retention of the original optical characteristics. 

In real conditions of premise lighting there is an additional light bias associated 

with natural light. At that this illumination may change over time within a 

significant range, and also have unpredictable, fast changing light conditions 

changes. Taking into account that the external natural light can improve the 

stability of the automated system and provide the required light level. 

3 Description of the LED Lighting System Regulation 

Scheme 

In order to implement an automation system which takes into account the above 

listed uncertainties there was developed the scheme [17] shown in Figure 4. Due 

to the first control loop this scheme maintains the desired temperature of the LED 

crystal. The second control loop provides the necessary light intensity due to 

changes of the driver operation modes. 

Let us consider the operational procedure for this scheme. The first control loop 

maintains the desired temperature in the range which provides stable performance 

of the LED 4, and ensures its non-degradable operation within the asserted 

according to the manufacturing company period of time. The adjustment is carried 

out automatically by modifying the operating voltage of Peltier element 3 with the 

help of the designed power source 2. A thermally sensitive resistor 5 serves as the 

temperature sensor. 

The second regulation loop provides a constant level of light intensity by 

controlling the LED 4 power by using the PWM regulation of driver 1. The 

operation of the driver is controlled by a STM32 microcontroller. A monitor 

signal for control is transmitted from the photoresistor 6 to the controller 7 which 

executes the program with the necessary LED operational scenario. The control of 

sunlight is carried out by using the photoresistor10. The signal from the 

photoresistor enters the analog input of the microcontroller and allows for 

maintaining the total light intensity of the premises constantly. This loop provides 

compensation of the natural light, as well as taking into account the combined 

illumination of the working area. 

The disturbances associated with LED current changes can be controlled using the 

analog input of the controller and are displayed on the personal computer monitor 

screen. The signal of the current related uncertainty compensation is obtained by 

inverting the input signal and is added to the LED driver 1 control signal. 
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To ensure the operation of the lighting system only in the presence of people the 

motion sensor 8 is used. The signal from the sensor is communicated to the 

controller and provides enabling or disabling the system depending on the 

presence of people. The recording of the intelligent system algorithm of the 

microcontroller operation is carried out by a personal computer 9 with the 

necessary software. 

 

1 – LED control driver; 2– the power source of the Peltier element temperature control; 3 – Peltier 

element; 4 – LED; 5 – thermally sensitive resistor; 6, 10 – photoresistor; 7 – STM32 microcontroller; 8 

– motion sensor; 9 – PC with the intelligent control software 

Figure4 

The LED lighting system regulation scheme 

The study of this system operation (Figure 4) may be performed using a structural 

diagram shown in Figure 5. This diagram shows the three control loops for 

optimum operation of a lighting device (an object of control P(s)), while the main 

control loop provides regulation of the light intensity level due to the controller 

C1(s) (LED driver) control. The instabilities of temperature occurring in the 

system are monitored by the temperature sensor HT(s) and controlled by the 

controller C2(s) based on the use of the Peltier plate. The current fluctuations 

present in the system are compensated using the controller C1(s). 
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Figure 5 

Block diagram of the automated control system for the LED lighting system 

To ensure that robust control is implemented using the principles of parallel 

architecture (Figure 3) the discussed above block diagram (Figure 5) can be 

transformed into a system of control with elements of robustness (Figure 6). The 

changes in temperature, current and light intensity can be represented in the form 

of uncertainties, i.e. not predicted changes. 

 

Figure 6 

The robust control of a lighting system using LEDs 
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The following block diagram shows the system with the compensation for 

uncertainties vТ(t), vI(t), vE(t), the uncertainties of the temperature, current and 

light intensity respectively. With a robust control the compensation for 

uncertainties irrespective of the main control loop is controlled by controller C1(s). 

The output signals of the uncertainties ηI(t), ηE(t), ηT(t) are necessary for 

controlling compensation. The information about the compensation quality is 

obtained by comparing the input signal vi(t) to the output signal ηi(t). 

The compensation for the temperature uncertainty controlled by sensor HT(s), is 

performed on account of maintaining a constant temperature of the LED crystal 

with the help of the controller C2(s). 

The disturbances associated with current and light intensity are eliminated by 

using controller C1(s) where the disturbance signals coming from sensors HI(s) 

and HE(s) are summed. Thanks to this, the LED lighting control stabilization 

system becomes more stable. This allows maintaining an operating life of the LED 

crystal and, as a consequence, increasing the operation time of both the LED and 

the system as a whole. 

It is shown in Figure 7 the model made in program Simulink of bypass of robust 

control LED element, compensating thermal uncertainty. 

 

Figure 7 

The model of robust control LED element 

The voltage control loop is selected on the Peltier element to calculate the local 

automatic control system. Where there is temperature sensing  of the LED. The 

temperature should be maintained at a level of 40
0
C. The resulting transition 

process is shown in Figure 8. 

In the absence of voltage the Peltier element LED is heated to 85
0
C for 40 

seconds. This process exceeds the optimum temperature of the LED operation. 

After applying voltage to the Peltier element the LED returns to normal operating 

mode with the corresponding nominal temperature of 40
0
C for 60 seconds, at the 

same time the voltage at the Peltier element corresponds to 4.5 V (Figure 12). 
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Figure 8 

Graph of the transition process in the system of automatic regulation of the LED temperature 

4 Description of the Experimental Unit 

For the study of automated control system for a LED lighting device we 

developed an experimental unit with elements of robustness (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 

General view of the experimental unit for the LED automated control 
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It consists of two blocks: Block 1 – a lighting module, which is a cased LED with 

a light intensity sensor. Position 1 in Figure 9 shows the lower part of the housing; 

Block 2 – the LED controller and power elements and the Peltier plates (Figure 9, 

Position 2). 

Communication between the blocks is carried out by means of the RS32 bus, 

Block 2 also has a connection to the PC through the USB port. There is SCADA 

system TRACE MODE 6 installed on the host PC; it is supplied with a specially 

developed application for monitoring the controller, receiving data from it and 

adding them to the archive using the ACCESS database management system. 

The lighting module consists of a light-tight box where the following are installed: 

the Nichia NСSL219B LED [18], the system of supporting the LED crystal 

necessary temperature, the light intensity control system, and a source of 

additional lighting. 

The LED is mounted on an aluminum plate along with the temperature sensor for 

the crystal temperature control. The plate is mounted to one side of the Peltier 

element through an organic-silicon heat-conducting paste with the aid of spring 

clips. To the other side of the element, with the help of organic-silicon heat-

conducting paste, there is mounted a massive heat sink with a fan for removing or 

applying heat, depending on the function of heating or cooling, respectively. The 

temperature sensor placed on the radiator is necessary to prevent overheating of 

the Peltier element. This design is shown in Figure 10. 

 

1 – LED; 2, 5 – aluminum plate; 3 – temperature sensors; 4 – Peltierplate; 6 – copper radiator; 7 – fan 

Figure 10 

The LED crystal temperature demonstrating construction 

Across the LED, on its axis, there is a light intensity sensor – a calibrated light 

meter that measures the total luminous density from an artificial (tested) and a 

natural lighting source. To simulate natural lighting we used an additional LED 

mounted in the casing and powered from the IT-300 power source. 
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The controller module is functionally composed of the main board on a 32-bit 

microprocessor ARM Cortex M4 STM32F401 [19] connected to the LED control 

block and the heater control block (Figure 11). 

This microcontroller performs measurement processes of the feedback signal and 

the calculation of the manipulated variable according to the algorithm of PID-

regulator operating. The feedback signal from the temperature sensor is fed to an 

analog-digital converter of the microcontroller. Selection of PID coefficients was 

carried out by successive changes in these factors and measuring the response of 

the system with their values. Thus, we have the system response to external 

factors, shown in Figure 14. 

 

1 –controller block; 2 – heater control block; 3 – LED control block 

Figure 11 

The exterior appearance of the controller board and the blocks of controlling the LED 

The LED control block regulates the LED current depending on the task, monitors 

the temperature of the crystal, measures light density and sends data to the 

controller main board. The heater control block controls the LED crystal 

temperature using the Peltier element, controls the radiator temperature, and 

controls the air flow fan. The heater control block is connected to the main board 

in the same way as the LED control block. The main controller board receives 

data from the LED control block and the heater control block. On the basis of 

these parameters it controls the LED current and temperature regulators, sends the 

data to the SCADA system via USB for archiving and further processing. 

To control the operation of the whole system we developed the software the 

interface of which is shown in Figure 12. 

In real-time the interface switches to the working mode which shows the ongoing 

processes (Figure 13). This interface shows the behavior of temperature and light 

intensity (temperature – Line 1, light intensity –Line 2, power – Line3). 
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Figure 12 

The main window of the custom application 

 

Figure 13 

Dialog box of the analysis of LED characteristics through time 

5 Results of the Experiment 

As a result of the study of the LEDs operational modes it was found that such a 

control system with compensation for temperature and current uncertainties (using 

robustness) makes it possible to obtain a stable operation mode (in a wide range of 

changes in the environment parameters) of a LED at the temperature of 40
0
C. This 

mode allows for eliminating the degradation of the LED matrix, and providing the 

highest light intensity values. 
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Figure 14 shows the transient process of setting a certain temperature with the 

help of the developed automation system, i.e. it actually shows the additional 

control loop that ensures the robustness of the system. The parameters were taken 

at LED I = 350 mA, LED T = 40
0
C. 
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Figure 14 

Transient process of temperature setting with the help of the designed system of regulation 

When the temperature stabilizes (the uncertainty of temperature fluctuation is 

eliminated) the output power of LEDs has a more stable character. The power 

does not change through time, either upward or downward. The only change in the 

power is associated with the white noise at the output of a stabilized power supply. 

This dependence of the power on time is shown in Figure 15. The parameters were 

taken at LED I = 350 mA , LED T = 40
0
C. 
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Figure 15 

Dependence of the LED power on time at the stabilized temperature 
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Despite the fact that there is a main power control loop at significant temperature 

changes that occurs under natural conditions of lighting device exploitation, the 

control range is not enough to support the target power. As stated above in our 

case, using a robust approach (maintaining constant LED crystal temperature), we 

obtain stabilized power during the LED long-term exploitation. 

Conclusion 

The results of the experiment showed that the use of current approaches to control 

complex systems allows ensuring the stability of system operational modes. In this 

case, using the theory of robustness and on this basis creating additional control 

loops led to eliminating the factors that negatively affect the operation of the 

system. On this account the system, as seen in  Figures 14, 15, becomes more 

stable and provides long-term stable operation of high power lighting LEDs. The 

application of proposed method for high power lighting equipment will 

significantly increase its service life, and also help to avoid degradation of LED 

crystals. The lighting equipment can be used for multiple purposes: in offices, 

industrial premises and for outdoor lighting. 

This technique eliminates both external and internal uncertainties, adding the 

control loops in accordance with the robust approach (Figure 3). The further 

development of the methodology is related to the study of robust stability and its 

influence on the regulation of light intensity in aggressive conditions of high 

temperature and high humidity. 
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